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SERVICE PROVIDER SERCO USES REAL-TIME ENTERPRISE
OPERATIONAL INTELLIGENCE FROM IFS APPLICATIONS™ TO
ENHANCE SERVICE AND INCREASE CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
North American service provider Serco Inc., headquartered in Reston, VA, adopted
IFS EOI™ as its global standard for enterprise operational intelligence. As a result,
Serco provides its customers with much higher levels of service, meeting KPIs and
SLAs more effectively. What’s more, using IFS EOI has also enabled Serco to win
new customers and focus its investments more accurately on areas that need
improvement.

IFS EOI PROVIDED REAL-TIME INSIGHT FOR BETTER DECISION-MAKING
Serco chose IFS EOI particularly because it wanted more than mere business
intelligence functionality. “We were looking for operational intelligence,” says
Jason Adolf, Director of Business Services at Serco, “Our legacy suite of business
intelligence tools provided standard reporting, but we really needed a way to
allow our managers to make decisions on the data coming through the EOI
tool—actionable intelligence you could say.”
Typically, in the past, actionable intelligence wasn’t available until some
predefined point—a two-week, monthly or even yearly report. Now, managers
get daily, and even real-time, access to data so they are making decisions during
the day rather than the end of the week or even later. Adolf says that, ultimately,
“the benefit is either we’re controlling costs for our customer or we’re meeting
an SLA or KPI better.”
Oscar Montes, Vice President for Serco’s Federal Health business, expands
on this, “The platform enables us to make the right decisions and gives us
incredible insight. If you combine the two, the strategic insight and that decision
making ability, I think you get something really powerful.”

ABOUT SERCO
Serco Inc. is part of Serco Group plc, a
FTSE 250 international service company
with more than 120,000 people in 35
countries across the world. Serco Group
combines commercial know-how with a
deep public service ethos. Serco
improves services by managing people,
processes, technology and assets more
effectively. Serco advises policy makers,
designs innovative solutions, integrates
systems, and—most of all—delivers to the
public.
For more information about Serco,
please visit www.serco.com

STANDARDIZED ON A SINGLE, EASY-TO-LEARN PLATFORM
Serco went from a variety of legacy business intelligence solutions to standardizing on a single platform that meets its needs and gives it the differentiation
that’s part of the company’s strategy.
Adolf says, “We’ve adopted IFS EOI as our global standard for doing enterprise operational intelligence. I think there’s a huge growth potential; we’re
looking at the tool as the standard bearer for doing operational intelligence
across all of our programs so the need that it satisfies is not pertinent to just
one part of our business or another part of our business, it’s pertinent across
all of our businesses.”
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The solution has also been easy to implement on numerous projects from
complex to basic and also train Serco’s staff to configure and deploy solutions
on their own. Adolf again, “We went from a typical deployment, say 20 or 30
users, to a deployment with 3,500 users, but we don’t spend a lot of time on
training; we give them a simple user’s guide. It doesn’t have a steep learning
curve that would make it frustrating when we deploy to a large user base.”
Feedback is typically very positive, and the transparency that comes out of the
tool is also viewed as very positive.
The good relationship between Serco and IFS has also been beneficial. “The
folks in the EOI division have been extraordinarily helpful and have stepped up
for us every single time,” says Adolf. The IFS approach was consultative, sitting
down with Serco and its customers to understand its business and what Serco
wanted from IFS EOI. “Their experience having done hundreds of these types
of engagements has brought a consultative approach that my team has picked up
as we’re starting to do these deployments by ourselves,” Adolf adds.
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BENEFITS
•

Real-time access to critical business
data

•

Faster decision-making processes

•

Improved customer service levels

•

Helping customers reduce service
costs

•

Easy-to-learn, user-friendly software

•

Easy to configure software for wide
range of roles
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IFS EOI HELPS SERCO SAVE CUSTOMERS MONEY—AND WIN NEW BUSINESS
IFS EOI not only saves money on training, but it’s also less expensive from a
support perspective. It satisfies the legacy reporting that’s required and moves
forward the operational intelligence component to help Serco stay in front of
KPIs and SLAs. Adolf gives one example. “One of the things we’ve been able to
do for our federal health care customer is deliver a task-by-task saving year over
year because we’re looking at our operation at a level of depth that allows us to
improve certain parts of the process. We know it’s not just the overall process
that needs to change, but we can see where we can wring out additional efficiencies,
and ultimately that’s led to cost savings for the customer.” By modeling its
business processes within the tool, Serco captures data at process level. “That
means,” Adolf says, “that when we’re making changes to the underlying technologies that might be feeding data—case management tools, operational tool or
sensors—we can focus our spend on areas that we know need improvement,
instead of throwing money at an entire process and hoping for an incremental
benefit.”
IFS EOI has also helped Serco win opportunities with new customers. Adolf
says, “We had a customer that we won in the last few years that specifically
mentioned the idea of using tools to be transparent as a reason why they chose
us. For us that’s a huge benefit.”
With IFS Applications™ Serco has seen a cultural shift in the way that it
looks at, presents and uses data to make decisions on its programs. As Adolf
says, “I think the benefit to our customers is the ability for them to see data in
a way that they’ve never been able to see it before because we’re providing it to
them. Going forward the tool is going to be an integral part of our value
proposition to our customers, a way for us to show true differentiation but also
to be more efficient, to work better and work smarter.”
Sheila Haines, data analyst for one of Serco’s biggest projects in health care,
concludes, “It would be impossible to do my job without IFS EOI because we
have to report out a variety of data sources in a very timely fashion every day.
What I like best about EOI is that we can tailor it to the individual role of our
entire workforce of over 4,000 people.”

“I think IFS Applications has been
great for our business….going forward
the tool is going to be an integral
part of our value proposition to our
customers, [a] way for us to show
true differentiation but also to be
more efficient, to work better and
work smarter.”
Jason Adolf, Director of Business
Services, Serco, North America
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If you need further information, e-mail to info@ifsworld.com, contact your local IFS office or visit our web site, www.IFSWORLD.com

